
LHCb membership database: definitions of entries.   15.12.09, 16.2.10 / Ueli

1. Version history:

1. Juli 2009: original version derived from grey book, status 1. June 2009.
10. August 2009: some explanations added
30. August, 14. September: more explanations, 2 new columns (2nd affiliation, first data paper only)
2. November 2009: reshuffled some columns, added first name iniatials, added new Italian 

affiliation system.
15. December 2009: major reorganisation, seperate institutes file, pointers for changing affiliation 

within collaboration, extra column for praeposition of last name.
12./16. Februar, small corrections

2. Purpose of database, content and confidentiality 

Purpose: The database contains basic LHCb personal membership information, from which the 
following is generated (automatically, wherever possible):

- authorship list for a physics paper
- membership list on LHCb homepage "institutes"
- PhD_equiv for Cat A
- shift distribution rules
- statistics on profession distribution (e.g. number of PhDstudents)
- updateing the grey book

In addition this database should serve as the basic working sheet for the membership committee. 
(e.g. the task of common interests, checking CatA and "early days authorship rules" etc.)

Content: All physicists, PhDstudents and engineers, which are active in LHCb at a certain point in 
time should be entered into the database. Diploma or Masterstudents etc. may be entered, if their 
contribution to LHCb is significant and longer than 6 months. 

People, who are not authors, do not count for M&O Cat A, and are not doing shifts, need not to be 
entered in this database (but may be entered for history reasons). They still may be CERN users and 
known as LHCb members in the CERN users office data base.

All entries, which correspond to presently active persons, appear on the "institute" list of the LHCb 
homepage.

Confidentiality: The database file and the statistical summary tables are kept confidential within 
the membership committee.

3. Implementation:

Presently the database is kept as EXCEL sheets. Later on, the adequate choice of more elaborate 
software tools will allow the Institute leaders and countries' representatives to manage and update 
this Data Base easier. This will be followed up by the membership committee.

There is one line per person, containing the full information.
In addition there is one line per institute in a seperate file. 

The first line of the EXCEL sheets show the format version, as well as the date, when the data was 



updated last. 

The following programs are presently available:
create_html -d date databasefile.csv     creates a .html file with all present members.
create_authorlist -d date databasefile.csv create .tex file with authorshiplist.
Additional programs for sorting and checking: 

LHCb_sort, List_multiple_entries, split_regions, check

4. Updating: People entering and leaving institutes

The data base should be updated permanently. At the membership committee meetings before each 
collaboration week, the status of the database is checked. After the June collaboration week, the 
M&O numbers are drawn from the database (1. Juli).
 
People newly joining the collaboration should be entered immediately into the data base. The 
column "date entering" should be filled accordingly and the authorship flag should be set from the 
beginning, if the person is a physicist. The seperate create_authorlist program makes sure, that the 
minimum-of-6-month-member-rule is taken into account, when the authorship list is recreated.

People, who are leaving should not be deleted, but the colum, "date leaving", should be filled 
accordingly. This allows to preserve history, and to make sure, that people who have left are still an 
author for one more year as foreseen in the constitution.

People, which change institute within the LHCb collaboration should get a new entry with their new 
institute, in order to preserve history. Thus, they will have two entries after the change of affiliatoin.
The old institute should set the leaving_date and the pointer to the new institute leaving_to. If the 
latter is not set, it is assumed, that the person left the collaboration. The new institute should have 
the "date entering" as well as the entering_from pointer set. In this case, the person in only listed 
under the affiliation, which is valid at the time the authorlist is created.

Format of date is dd.mm.yyyy (other delimiters, e.g. /, work also) and year can be given in yy. Thus, 
dd/mm/yy is also a valid format. Please make sure, that the mm/dd/yy is NOT used.

5. Authorship and Membership listings.

The physics-papers-authorship condition is:
[  (date_now > entering-date+6months) AND  (date_now < leaving-date+12months) 
AND  (entitled_to_be_author). ]  OR  [first_data_paper_only >= data_paper_number]

If a person should become an author of the first few papers only, then the entitled_to_be_author 
flag needs NOT to be set, instead the first-data-papers-only column should be filled with the 
number (usually 1 or 3) of early data papers, which this person should sign.

The membership listing on the LHCb homepage contains all persons which are active in an institute 
at the date given in the header of the listing. Persons whith multiple affiliations are listed in all 
institutes, to which they are affiliated.

If a person has multiple affiliations, then the database entry of the institute of the second affiliation 
should have the entitled_to_be_author  flag NOT set. The "main affiliation" is the institute, which 
pays the M&OCatA or hands out the academic PhD title, respectively. The listings use numbered 
indices for referring to institutes, which are members of LHCb. Affiliations to institutions, which 
are not members of LHCb are referred to with lowercase letters. 



In the authorlist the first affiliation index of an author indicates the institute, which pays for the 
M&O for this person. In case of the PhDstudents the first index points to the university which will 
formally hand out the PhD certificate.

6. Definition of colums, institute file:

For spelling of special sympols  Unicode UTF-8 is used.

A Country

B Region number, according to Constitution (1..6)

C City

D I_code: numbering of institutes, defines the indices and ordering in the authorship list.

E Abbreviation of the Institute. (typically <= 6 characters) 

F Full name of institution

G associated_to. If non-empty and non-zero this is an associated member, the entry indicates the 
I_code of the host institute. If the host institute is not to be mentioned in the authorlist, then 
associated_to should point to its own I_code.

7. Definition of colums, person file

A Region number, according to Constitution (1..6)

B City

C I_code: numbering of institutes, defines the indices and ordering in the authorship list.

D Abbreviation of the Institute. (typically <= 6 characters) 

E: I_code of Second Affiliation, if any. If there is more than one second affiliation, just enter them 
one after the other in the same column, with a white-space in between. In case a second affiliation is 
with the same institute, but with a different funding agency, then use I_code+n*100, n=1..3, for the 
code of the name of the second affiliation (e.g. the Italian case). List these funding agencies like any 
other institute entry in the institute file.

F First Name: 

G Initials:  used in the authorship list.

H tag: This column allows to tag certain entries, which are suspicous, or to be checked. Presently 
used are: 
c = changed recently, please check, 
n = new entry.



I Last name.  

J: Profession: Options are: Senior - PostDoc - PhDstudent - PhDengineer - Engineer-Technician 
(please do not use any other). 

K: Team leader: Put a "1" as a tag for the team leader

L: CB representative: Put a "1" as a tag for the CB repr.

M: Entering date, Date, when this person became a member of the collaboration.  If the person is a 
member since more than 6 months, this can be left open. Format of date is dd.mm.yyyy (other 
delimiters, e.g. /, work also) and year can be given in yy. Thus, dd/mm/yy is also a valid format. If 
only a year and no day and no months is given, then 1. July of that year is used, when the authorship 
rules are being checked.

N: Entering_from, pointing to another LHCb institute, from which this person came (use I_code).

O Leaving date. Date, when this person leaves that institutes. Fill in only after the person has 
actually left the respective institute, otherwise leave this column empty. Format of date see entering 
date. See also section 4 above in this text.

P leaving_to. the other LHCb institute where this person left to. Enter I_code of that institute.

Q Entitled to be author. Put a "1", if the person should become an author of the physics papers. It 
should have this flag set, if all conditions mentioned in the constitution are fullfilled, except the 6-
month-entering and the 12-months-leaving rule. These date conditions are applied in addition, using 
the previous two columns, as explained in section 5 above. PhDstudents have always a "1" in this 
column, normally. 

R Counts for M&O Cat A. Put a "1", if this person is a "PhD equivalent" in the sense of the MoU 
about the M&O. PhDstudents never have a "1" in this column. The sum of this colum is used to
define the CatA money this institute has to pay. The country representatives and the Membership 
Committee are responsible to make sure, that the relation between this and the previous columns is 
correct and justified at a given point in time. Persons who are entitled-to-be-author, who are still a 
member of that institute (have not left already), and are not PhDstudents have to be counted for 
M&O Cat A. The check program makes sure, that only people which are actually a member of that 
institute are counted for M&O Cat A.

S First-data-papers-only  Gives the number of papers this persons should become an author of early 
papers from real data, without being counted for M&O Cat A. In this case the person need not to 
have the normal entitled authorship flag set. "1" means first data paper only, "3" means first three 
papers. This should be used for persons, who have contributed significantly, but do not fullfill the 
authorship rules for some reason (non-physicist, retired, left since long, etc.).

T Service Task: a single word, if this person is providing some general service to the collaboration.

U Expert of a detector subsystem. Put an abbrev. for the system (e.g. Muon). "Real" experts only, 
who are able to make a crashed system working again.

V Piquet of a detector subsystem. Put an abbrev. for the system (e.g. Muon)

W acts as a Run-chief. Put a "1" if so.



X Available for shifts. Put a "1", if you think this person is available to do shifts. This is on 
volunteering basis for the moment. A priori, members who serve, as provided in the previous four 
columns are not required to do shifts. All this might be defined more specifically later, if more strict 
shift rules have to be issued.

Y addtional comments (any text allowed)


